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Abstract 

A new measurement of the branching ratio for the decay,., -+ JJ+ JJ-, made at tile 
SATURNE II proton synchrotron, resulted in f(,., -+ JJ+ JJ-)lf(,., -+ all) = 15.7 ± 0.7 
(stat. )±0.5 (syst.) ) x 10-8 . The reaction pd-+l He ,., close to threshold yielded 800 S-I 

tagged ,.,'s in a narrow momentum band around 257 MeV Ic. Muon pairs were detected 
in two range telescopes. The data obtained consist of 114 events ,., -+ JJ+ JJ - on a 
background of 14 events. The new value for the branching ratio is 1.3 ± 0.2 times 
the unitarity lower limit, consistent with most quark and Vector Meson Dominance 
models which describe th~ decay as an electromagnetic transition with a two-photon 
intermediate state. The result resolves the discrepancy between the two previous 
measurements of this 
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The decay,., -+ JJ+ JJ- is an example of a transition between a pseudoscalar meson 
and a pair of charged leptons, po -+ l+ l-. Within the framevrork of the standard 
model, this process is dominated by a two-photon intennediate state, Fig. l(a). The 
contribution from the weak interaction, involving the zo 88 propllgator (Fig. l(b»), 
modifies the transition amplitude by less than ~1% [1 J and can ther('fore be safely 
ignored. The low probllbility of a fourth order electromagnetic transition makes theRe 
dccllYs sensitive to hypothetical interactions that arise from physics beyond the stan
dard mo(leI, such M the existence of leptoquark bosons carrying both quark and 
lepton flavors, Fig. l(c). 

It is convenient to consider separately the real and imllginary parts of the elec
tromagnetic contribution to the tr611sition amplitude for po -+ l+l-. The imaginary 
part, which describes on-~hell intermediate photons, can be related unambiguously 
to the known amplitude of the decllY po -+ ,--, by the unitarity requirement. The 
resulting modd-independent lower limit on the decay width is [2 - 4) 

r(P" -+ l+e-) ~ ;; [(::) In C~ :)rx r(pO -+ n) , (1) 

where a is the fine stmdurt' const611t and fJ = (1 - (2mt!mp )1)1/1 is the velocity of 
the lepton~ in the rest frame of the decaying meson. The real part of the transition 
amplitude depends on the 8tructure of the meson, which is usually described by the 
po--,--,-vertt'x form fllctor. C.uculations b88cd on quark models, or on the hypothesiH 
of Vector Meson Dominlmce, give values for f(,., -+ JJ+ JJ-) which are typically 30% 
larger than the unito.rity lower limit [5J. The relations between the reru parts of the 
,., -+ JJ+JJ-,'" -+ e+e- IUld,..o -+ e+e- amplitudes are discussed in Sec. VI(D).In th~ 
dccllYs K I, -+ l+ l- and K L -+ " an import611t contribution has been attributed to 
tile,., pole, so similar rdations are predicted between,., -+ JJ+ JJ- and KL -+ 1-'+JJ- [61· 

The limits given by Eq. (1) for the branching rlltios (DR) of some po -+ l+e
decays are shown in Tllble I, together with the me8Burcd branching ratios. Note 
that the unitarity bounds for po -+ e+e- are much smaller than those for po -+ 

JJ+ JJ-. Desides ,., ~ JJ+JJ- the only P' -+ l+l- decays which hllve been observed 
experimentlllly to date are ,..' -+ e+e- [7,8) 6lld KL -+ JJ+JJ- [13 - 15). In thes tO 
cases the measured branching ratios are consistent with the expectations for the 
electromagnetic contribution. 

The available mea~urement8 of po -+ l+ l- severely con~train the masses and 
couplings of the vru-iouR types of leptoquarks [16J. Values for the ratio of m88B to 
coupling constant below several hundred GeV Ic1 can be excluded for transitions 
within the first generation. For transitions between different generations the exclud~d 
region reaches up to 200 TeV Ic1 based on the upper limit for DR(KL -+ e+e-) given 
in Table I. 

The earliest search for,., -+ JJ+ JJ-, carned out in 1968 at Brookhaven National 
Laboratory (17), resulted in DR(,., -+ JJ+ JJ-)< 20 x 10-6 (90% C.L.). A year later 
the decay was discovered Ilt CERN [18J; ba'led on 18 events, a branching ratio of 
(23±9) x 10-6 was obtained, which lies two standard deviations above the prediction. 
The most recent measurement, made in Serpukhov, yielded 27 ± 8 cvcntR on a large 
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Ll1Ckground from P -+ jJ+jJ-. The result DR(I) -+ jJ+jJ-)= (6.5±2.1) x 10-6 [10] 
bgreeM with the expectl1tionli for an electromagnetic transition. The nonnalization 
of the CERN experiment was based on a calculated value of O(lf-p -+ 'IX), which 
introduced a 8ublitantial IIYlitematic uncertainty. The Serpukhov measurement was 
normalized on the Dalitz decay I) -+ jJ+P-/' which was recorded simultaneoUlily with 
ti,e 'l -+ jJ+jJ- data. 

The discovery at the Laboratoire National Saturne (LNS) of a copious source of 
I)'S Uf~ing the reaction pd-+3 He 'I near threshold [19] led to the construction of a 
fl1Cility dedicated to experiments on 'I decay. The momentum vector of each 'I is re
cOlllitructed by momentwn analYMiM of the aBliOciated 3He in a ml1gnetic spectrometer. 
The resulting slUIlple has less than 10% background. The 'I tag avoids the indirect 
normlllization methods based on an 'I production cross section or on the branching 
rutio of another 'I decay which previously led to large systematic uncertainties. A 
disudvantl1ge of this method of 'I production is the high rate in the detection system 
cauMed by beam interactionli in the deuterium target. 

The mebllurement of DR('1 -+ jJ+ jJ-) deMcribed here is the first decay experiment 
pCI-formed at the new facility. Earlier accowlts of this experiment can be found in [20] 
l1ud [21] . The article is organized !I.li follows. The detection procedures are discUlised 
in Sec. II, which includes detailed deocriptiollM of the beam propertieli, the kinematics 
of 'I production and decay, the 'I tagging facility, the muon detectors, the trigger logic 
blld the data acquisition. In Sec. III the event simulation is described, while Sec. IV 
deals with the procedureli of the event reconlitruction and selection. The evalul1tion 
of DR(" -+ jJ+ jJ-) is presented in Sec. V and the result is discussed in Sec. VI. 

II. Experimental Arrangement 

In an earlier LNS experiment [22] the pd-+ l He 'I cross section has been measured 
at different values for the proton energy above threshold, 
~ 

~T" == T,,-r; , (2) 

·'}Iere T" is the proton kinetic energy and 1'; is its value at threshold; 
T;=891.4 MeV based on a recent measurement of the 'I mbl1S [23]. These studies 
reveal that the cross sectioll rises from threshold to a value of 0.4 jJb at ~T,,=2 MeV, 
above which it remains approximately constaJlt up to at least ~T,,=10 MeV. To max
imize the product of pd-+ l He I) cross section and I) -+ jJ+ jJ- acceptance, the beam 
was tuned to ~Tp=1.6 MeV, where the cross section amOlUlts to about 90% of the 
vlllue in the plateau. The energy spread of the beblD was 0.5 MeV (FWHM) and the 
averagt: energy loss in the 6.5 mm thick liquid deuterium target W8!l 0.3 MeV. 

The kineml1tics of pd..... 3 He 'I at ~T,,=1.6 MeV, followed by the decay 'I -+ jJ+ jJ-, 
are illustrated in Fig. 2. At this beam energy, the 3He momentum band is 1320 ± 3D 
MeV Ic and the maximum laboratory emi,;sion anglcs are 1.2° for the 3He and 6° for 
the 'I. These narrow ditltributions resulted in a 100% geometric acceptance for the 
3He spectrometer. For'l -. jJ+ jJ- decays which are symmetric with respect to the 'I 
direction, each muon is emitted with a kinetic energy aroWld 200 MeV at an angle 
of 63°. Because of the small spread in 'I momentum, the variation ill kinetic energy 
of the muons at a given lab angle in the region around 63° is only I1Lout ±15 MeV. 
The corresponding narrow range distribution facilitated the design of efficient muon 
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detectors located symmetrically about the target. 

A. The 'I tagging facility 

The recoil 3He particles were detected by the magnetic spectrometer SPES II, which 
consiMtli of a quadmpole magnet Q and two horizontal dipole magnets 01 and 02, 
see Fig. 3. The magnetic rigidity (p/Z) of the incident protons was 2.4 times that 
of the recoil 3He and consequently the proton beam could exit through a window 
between 01 and 02. Vacuum was maintained between the liquid deuterium target 
and the exit window of 02 to reduce multiple scattering of the 3He particles along 
the 8 In tlight path. The detection system of SPES II consisted of three multi-wire 
proportionlll chamberli, followed by scintillator planes A and B. Each wire chamber 
contained two plaJles of 256 sense wires, oriented at ±45° with respect to the vertical. 
The acceptance was defined by an array of six 10 x 10 x 0.5 cml scintillator elements, 
A1-A6, which spanned 11 ±1O% momentum band. The B-plane was defined by a 
100 cm wide by 22.6 cm high and 1.0 cm thick scintillator, positioned 157 cm behind 
the A counters. This detector was viewed by a photomultiplier at each end to reduce 
the pOliition dependence of the light collection. The mean time-of-flight (TOF) for 
the 3He purticles between the A and B planes was 12 DB. The TOF resolution was 
::::: 1 ns (FWHM). 

Eta tagging was accomplished by two independent means: (i) 3He identification us
ing the pulse height in the A hodoscope and the TOF between A and B (see Fig. 4(80», 
and (ii) kineml1tic selection of pd-+3 He 'I (see Table II) using the lHe momentum 
disperliion, c5Hc (see Fig. 4(b», and emission angles, 8~. and 8"., obtained from the re
conlitructed trajectory through SPES 11. The selection efficiency for pd-+3 He 'I events 
w~ 94%. Hlllf of the lQ6!les were due to track ambiguities resulting from multiple hits 
in the wire planes; the remaining losses were due to the conlltraints of Table II. The 
background observed in the oample of tagged '1'S was investigated by lowering the 
bCbln energy by 2.5 MeV, which brings it below the threshold for 'I production. The 
reliulting c5H• distribution was consistent with the fit of the backgroWld shown in 
Fig. 4(b). Roughly hlllf of the 8% background originated in beanl interactions in the 
15 jJm titaniulII windows of the LDl target; most of the remainder canle from the 
reactiono pd-+3 He If+lf- and pd-+l He 11"011"0. 

Variations of the mean value of ~T" between 1.3 and 1.9 MeV during the three
week long experiment had to be taken into accOWlt in the evaluation of the 'I -+ jJ+ jJ
acceptance. These drifts were detennined to within ±0.1 MeV by monitoring the 
totlll width of the c5H• distribution; ~T,,:::! (26 x c51i'.... )l MeV. The beam intensity was 
monitored with two pl~tic scintillator telescopes, which detected charged particles 
emerging at ±42° lab angle from an 8 jJm mylar foil located in the beam 1 m upstream 
of the LDl target. For an averl1ge intensity of 10" protons per spill of 0.7 s duration, 
every 1.5 s, the 'I rate was 800 S-I. The number of tagged '1's accumulated during 
the 'I -+ jJ+ jJ- dl1ta tuking period was detennined from the number of events in the 
c511• peuk to be 

N(pd -+3 He'l) = (1.22 ± 0.01) x 109 
• (3) 
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B. The Muon Detectors 

Two muon detectors, positioned at angles of ±63°, were used to determine emiRSion 
angle, flight time, energy deposition and range of the '7 decay products. Each detector 
consisted of a horizontal and a vertical position hodoscope P, followed by trigger 
hodoscopes T and six planes of stop counters S (see Fig. 5). A wedge-shaped iron 
degrader W WIIS placed in front of each detector to reduce the rates in the P counters. 
The thickness of this degrader was 3.0 cm at its center. The wedge slope was 11-, 
chosen to minimize the variation in energy of the emerging muons across the detector. 

The acceptance of the detectors was defined larr;e1y by the front P hodoscopl'S, 
which hRd a height of 31.5 cm and a width of 25.8 cm, located 60 cm (rom the targrt. 
Each horizontal and vertical position hod08cope consisted of two plMes of eight 
1.0 cm thick scintillator strips. The strips in each plMe were spaced Ilt distMces of 
one third strip width and the resulting r;RpS were filled with lucite, to give 8 smooth 
energy-loss distribution across the surface of the hodoscope. Oy offsetting the two 
planes by one third of a strip width, half of the particles crossing the hodoscope gRve 
signals in both planes. This configuration gives a position resolution which is two 
times better thM would have been obtained with a contiguous array of 16 identical 
scintillator strips covering the same area. The instantMeous rates were a few times 
105 s-I in each of the 64 elements of P. 

A 5.3 cm thick degrader D was placed between the P and T hodoscopes, so that 
muolI8 from '7 -+ 11+11- came to rest in one of the S counters. This second degrader 
WI\8 made of lead for optimal attenuation of electromagnetic showers, in particular 
from the decay '7 -+ 1"1'. The arrangement of the T hodoscopes WIIS identical to that 
of the P hodoscopes, except that fewer scintillators were used. Each of the six S 
planes consisted of two 71.0 x 28.0 x 5.08 cm3 blocks of plllStic scintillator viewed by 
phototubes of diameter 12.5 cm placed at one end. Typical singles rates in the T Md 
S counters were a few times 105 s-I and 1()6 s-I, respectively. 

The angular resolution of each muon detector WIIS 20 mrRd (FWHM) both verti
cally and horizontally; this value includes the broadening due to multiple scattering 
in W. The range straggling was ~ 7 cm (FWHM) of scintillator material, correspond
ing to a muon energy resolution of 12 MeV. Further details on the muon detectors 
are ~ven in 120). 

C. Trigger electronics and data acquisition 

The trigger logic was organized to select three different data stream.'1: (i) the 3He 
data stream, a known fraction of the events triggering the A-pl8Jle of the SPES " 
spectrometer, used to detennine the total number of '7's produced; (ii) the '1 -+ 11+11
data stream, triple coincidences between the A-plane and the two muon detectors, 
containing the '7 -+ 11+11- candidates; (iii) the pulser data stream, triple coincidences 
generated electronically, used to detennine dead-time effects on the trigger efficiency 
8Jld losses in the event reconstruction caused by pile-up of the detector signals. Since 
the 3He and '7 -+ 11+ 11- data streams were recorded simultaneously, the mellSured 
value of OR('7 -+ 11 ·~I1-) is independent of uncertainties in the beam inten.'1ity, the 
target thickness, the 3He tagging efficiency and the computer dead-time. The pulser 
rate WIIS varied proportionally to the rRte in the beam monitors and was adjusted to 
give 2-3 events per cycle. In this way the pulser events had the same time distribution 
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during the beam spill as the '7 -+ 11+11- events. The pulse generator sent signals to 
LED's at one of the A counters and a few clements of the muon detectors. In the 
C8.'1e of the P counters, which were not equipped with LED's, the pu\.ser signals were 
introduced at the inputs of some of the discriminalon. 

A diagram of the trigger I(lgic is shown in Fig. 6. The A-plane trigger was given by 
the OR of the discriminator signals of the six A counters. The A rate was limited to 
~ 104 S-I by the uge of high discriminator thresholds which were set to reject pions, 
protons and most of the deuterons, see Fig. 4(a) . The fraction of the A-plane triggers 
selected in the 3He data stream was chosen to give roughly one event per beam spill . 

The position hodoscopes, which gave the best time resolution, were used redun
dantly in the trigger by defining both left- right coincidences, Pl· PR, and coinci
dences with the trigger hodoscope on each side, L == Pl . Tl and 
R == PR • TR. With an on-line resolution of::::: 2.5 ns (FWHM) for the time difference 
betw~n the two muon detectors, the 10 ns wide overlap in the Pl · PR coincidence 
accepted an ample 81Wlple of accidental coincidences to be studied off-line. The rel
ative timing in the A . L . R coincidence was adjusted to select a 30 ns window on 
the TOF through SPES II, centered around the pd-+3 He '7 pe;\k. The width of the 
ADC gate was 20 ns for the P counters and 60 ns for the T and S counters. 

The P and T hodoscopes recorded (3 - 4)x 108 counts per beam burst each 1.5 
s. The corresponding number of counts per muon detector , L and R in Fig. 6, WIIS 

6 X 105 • The L·R coincidence rate was 3 x 104 per beam burst, resulting in a trigger 
rate of 20 - 25 A·L·R triple coincidences per burst . The event information was read 
from CAMAC registers by a SAR computer (24). The events which had valid TDC 
vallles for the B counter in the SPES \I detection system (~ 50% of the events) were 
stored and copir:d to tape in between beam bursts. The dead-time introduced by the 
datR acquisition program was about 3%. 

The pulser data stream provided a sample of random signals under actual operating 
conditions. These events were directly incorporaled in the event simulation described 
in the next section. Another purpose of the pulser events was to monilor the trigger 
efficiency for triple coincidences, t:~~r;, which was assumed to be the same for bolh 
event types, giving 

'riK~" = 0.92 ± 0.03 . (4 )( ..rlpl~ 

III. Simulation of the Experiment 

A detailed 8imulation of the experiment was needed to determine the acceptance 
and the reconstruction efficiency for '7 -+ 11+ 11- events. The simulation took into ac
count the phase-space distribution of the incident proton beam and the interactions 
of the protons, the 3He particles, and the 11+11- pairs in the LD2 target . The 3He tra
jectory WI\8 treated using a first-order transport matJ:ix for SPES II. The inlerRctions 
of lhe muons in the detectors were simula.ted with the code GEANT 1251, version 
3.13. 

Tahle III shows the values of the '7 -+ 11+ 11- acceptance under various conditions, as 
deduced from the event simulalion. The fraction of events accepted by the hardware 
trigger is given in the second row. The 16% reduction from the vallie in the first row 
is explained by range straggling and multiple scattering in degrader D. Correctillg 
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for the deviations of l;}.Tp from the value 1.5 MeV assumed in Table III results in a 
value for the ~ceptance, averaged over the totlll measuring period, of 

~_~t~- = (2.91 ± 0.04ol.a& ± 0.03"'"') x 10-' . (5) 

The systematic error is mainly due to the ±0.1 MeV uncertainty in the mean value 
of ~Tp. Systematic uncertainties Wjsociated with the detector geometry affect both 
the acceptance and the analysis efficiency. Alld have been included in the uncertainty 
of the overiJl rJ p.+p.- selection efficiency. t;:!~. discU88ed in Sec. IV(B) and-t 

Sec. V(B). 
The last two rows of Table III reveal that in roughly 20% of the rJ -+ p.+ p.- events in 

which both muons reached the first S plane, at least one of them scattered out of the 
detector. Thi8 event type was accepted by the trigger but could not be recognized 
unambiguously in the off-line event selection. Since muon identification and range 
detemlinll.tion were less reliable for these events. their reconstruction efficiency was 
reduced. 

Simulated events which fulfilled the conditions of the hardware trigger were stored 
ill the SarDe data format as the measured events. Time resolutions were adjusted to the 
obBCrved viJues. As a consequence of the high singles rates, ma.ny events suffered from 
corrupted TOC values, anlbiguoUll topologies. or pube height pile-up. which resulted 
in a 15% reduction in the rJ -+ p.+ p.- recontltruction efficiency. An accurate accOWlt of 
thetle effects was aclu~ved by directly incorporating the random background observed 
in the pulseI' events. 

IV. Event RecollBtruction and Selection 

In the first stage of the event reconstruction, the SPES" information was analyzed 
b.'l described in Sec. ll(A). This part of the data Allalysis was common to all measured 
!iIld simulated event types. Roughly half of the recorded triple coincidences satisfied 
the pd-+l He fl selection criteria. 

A calibration of the pulse heights and the relative timings of all counterll in a muon 
detector was pollsible throughout the experiment, using energetic charged particles 
from the Hample of triple coincidences. The particles that reached the Iw;t S plane 
were mainly piofUl, and their pulse height distributions were very similar to those 
expected for muons from '1 p.+ p.-. The relative timing between the two muon-t 

detectors and the SPES" spectrometer was calibrated using the decays rJ -+ TY and 
I) -+ 3lfo -+ 6..,. About 65% of the electromagnetic showers produced in the front de
graders by photolls from these decays resulted in signals in the P hodollcopes. Ollly 
Ii very small fraction of these 8howers reached into the region of the T countefll, but 
there WtW a 1% probability for simultaneous rlUldom T signiJlI in both detectors, 
which gave rise to a few hundred triggers per hour associated with prompt triple 
coincidences. 

A. RecolUitl'uctioll of triple coincidence events 

Triple coincidence events were reconetructed and characterized in tenns of time 
ditferences, emission angles, ranges. energy depositions and some particle identifica
tion observables, as discllilsed below. 
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The scintillator timings were corrected for the dependence on signal amplitude 
and impact position. In one third of the events of interest. either one of the hit 
P counters had a TOC villue corrupted by a stop signal from a preceding hit. or 
additional random P hits had occurred. The AOC gates were timed by the triple 
coincidence signal. which had very little dead time. Most events with TOC lo~ses 
could thus be recovered by taking into accOWlt the pulse-height information. Multiple
hit ambiguities were reduced by rejecting P hits corresponding to large deviations 
from coplanarity and expected opening Allgle. as discustied below. Five percent of the 
events of interest were lost because the muon trajectoriell could not be reconstructed 
unambiguously. For the surviving events. All arrival time was calculated for each 
muon detector as the mean TOC value from the hit P counters. weighted by pulse 
height and corrected for TOF from the target. 

The lHe TOF between the target and the A-plane was corrected for its dependence 
on the lHe momentum Alld emission angle. as cillibrated with the rJ -+ TY events. 
Figure 7 shows distributions of the time differences l;}.tLR. between the two muon 
detectors. and l;}.tLA. between the left detector and the A-plane. Doth spectra show 
a pronounced pel1k with a FWHM of;;:: 0.7 ns. The position of the peak in the l;}.tLA 
diHtribution indicates that most triple coincidence events involve decay products with 
v ;;:: c. as expected for the rJ -+ ..,.., and rJ -+ 3,..° events. 

Angle information was deduced from the P hodoscope pattern under the 8.88ump
tion that each trajectory originated in the center of the 6.5 mm thick LO, target. 
Since the rJ momentum vector is known from the analysis of the associated lHe. there 
are two constraints on the p.+p.- emission angles in the decay rJ -+ p.+ p.-. A first 
constraint was a test of the coplanarity of the three momentum vectors. This test 
Wall of limited use lIince it does not discriminate against rJ -+ ..,.., events. and because 
the angular resolution of SPES 11 in the vertical plane is relatively poor (see Table II). 
The second test was made on l;}.8LR. defilled as the difference between the measured 
p.+ p. - opening angle, lIL'R"Uft<i. and its calculated value. lI'(i' • as deduced from the rJ 
momelltum vector and the mean of the emission angles of the two decay products: 

l;}.8LR == 81.1' - liLRUft<i . (6) 

The detector geometry restricts this opening angle deviation to 1l;}.8LRI< 28°. This 
range was reduced to ll;}.lILRI< 9° in the P hodoscope Allalysis to help resolve ambigu
ities. For rJ -+ p.+p.- decays. the distribution is centered at zero and has a GaU~6ilUl 
shape with a width of;;:: 3.0° (FWHM). Since this distribution uniquely identifies the 
events of interest. it played a centrlll role in the optimization of the various selection 
criteria. 

In each muon detector the range of the muon candidate. R..-. was detennined 
from the last S plane with a prompt TOC value, with a correction for the penetration 
depth in this plarle &.lI deduced from the energy deposition. All S planes preceding the 
lallt hit plane were required to have energy loss signrus above 6 MeV and time signals 
in or before the prompt window. fumdom hits were therefore accepted. except for 
early signals ill the last hit plane. No upper threshold on the pulse height was applied. 
which avoided lossetl due to pile-up. A lIluon rallge likelihood, W. was calculated. de
fined as the probability to observe R....... given the most likely value, R.:.•• calculated 
from the muon angles and the lHe momentum assuming rJ -+ p.+ p.- kinematics. To 
good approximatioll, W depends on the difference l;}.R == Rm... - ll.:..Jc only. The 
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shape of the W(~R) distribution has been parametrized using the results from a 
simulation of muon trajectories through the center of the detector. Normalizing the 
maximum value to 1, the result is 

~R1 ]W(~R) == exp - 2uh (1 +0.0733~R +O.0022~Rl) , (7)[ 

with R in cm. The value UR ~3.0 cm is detennined mainly by range straggling, which 
depends slightly on the muon energy. The combined range likelihood, WlR , was the 
product of the W(~R) values for the two muon detectors. In the approximation 
of Gamlsian W(~ll) distributions, WLR has a distribution which is constant in the 
interval (0,1). Consequently, 'I -+ 11+11- events are expected to have an approximately 
unifonn distribution, with a small enhancement at low WLR due to the skewness of 
the ~R distribution given in Eq. (7). An additional contribution to this enhancement 
arises from out-scattering of muons, an effect ignored in the simulations on which 
Eq. (7) was based. 

The muon identification made use of the characteristic range-energy relation and 
the observed pattern of stop counter multiplicities. Multiplicities were defined for 
each plane as the number of counters (0, 1 or 2) with TDC values within the prompt 
peak and with a pulse height above 6 MeV. Ideally the multiplicity is eq1llu to 1 for 
the 5 planes traversed by the muon, and 0 for the remaining planes, but these values 
may be different due to random hits (few % probability) or detector crossings within 
one plane (:=:::0.5 % probability). The likelihood for the occurrence of the measured 
multiplicity has been calculated for each plane, taking into account the value of 
~ and the background multiplicities as mel\8ured with pulser events. The total 
likelihood, Ls , for the observed pattern of 5 counter multiplicities was defined as the 
product of the likelihood over the twelve planes. Nonnalizing the maximum value 
of Ls to 1, the mean value of Ls for" -+ 11+11- decays, 118 deduced from the event 
simulation, WII8 0.15. 

B. Selection or " -+ 11+ 11- candidates 

The selection of " -+ 11+ 11- candidates proceeded in two stages. First, the number 
of triple coincidences was ~educed by a series of tests on the reconstructed variables. In 
the second stage the remaining sample of 572 events was analyzed with the help of an 
event classifier, which was optimized empirically to separate 'I -+ 11+11- candidates 
from the background. The distribution of ~eLR' Eq. (6), allows the identification 
of the dominant event types at each stage of the event selection, see Fig. 8. The 
corre!!ponding 'I -+ 11+11- selection efficiencies are given in Table IV. Events were 
selected which fulfill the 3He requirements, which have timings within the prompt 
peaks shown in Fig. 7, and which also satisfy the conoition l~eLRI< 9°. These events 
show a pronounced peak in ~eLR (see Fig. S(a)), centered at _4°, as expected for 
'I -+ 'Y'Y events. The underlying flat component is due mainly to 'I -+ 3l1". The small 
bump centered at +3° is from pd-+3 He 1r+1r- events associated with the continuum 
background underneath the pd-+J He 'I peak. The third and fourth tests listed in 
Table IV reduced these background processes more or less uniformly. The test on the 
S counter timing was not very restrictive, since it was only asked that one or more 
stop counters on each detector satisfied the requirement of a ±5 ns coincidence with 
respect to the P hodoscope time. The condition WLR > 0.02 on the S counter ranges 
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prefereptially removed events with electromagnetic showers, such as '1 -+ ')'')'. In the 
distribution of the remaining events, shown in Fig. 8(c), the '1 -+ 11+11- contribution 
can be noticed already near ~elR=O°. 

The miscellaneous tests mentioned in Table IV were (i) a 1.3 MeV lower threshold 
on the energy depositions in the l.0 cm thick P counters, (ii) a window on the mean 
TDC value of all prompt S counters, (iii) a window on the difference between the 
timing of the A-plane and the mean timing of the two muon detectors, l~tA_lR - 0.2 
nsl < 0.7 ns, where the offset accounts for the additional TOF of the muons I\.B 

compared to the photons assumed in the timing analy~is (iv) a window of 60 
130 MeV on the sum of the energies deposited in all 5 counters on both sides and, 
finally, (v) a threshold (logLs > -4) on the S counter multiplicity likelihood. After 
these requirements the sample contained 572 triple coincidences with roughly equal 
contriblltions from '1 -+ 11+ 11- and '1 -+ 'Y,)" see Fig. 8( d). The events with ~elR> 3° 
have a flat time distribution, indicating that the background in the ~elR continuum 
at this stage is dominated by accidental coincidences. 

The sepRration of the 'I -+ 11+11- signal from the remaining background was based 
on their different distributions with respect to various reconstructed variables. Since 
the background contained many accidentru and pile-up events, no attempt was mRde 
to simulate these distributions for the background events, as would have been ne<:
e8sary for a proper maximum likelihood analysis. Instead, the distributions ob.,erved 
for events inside and outside the region of the '1 -+ 11+ 11- peak in the ~eLR distribu
tion of Fig. 8(d) were used empirically to estimate for each candidate in the sample 
its likelihood to be an 'I -+ 11+11- event. This procedure demands thRt the event 
classification is independent of ~eLR. Each candidate w8..~ described by a vector x, 
with components Xj, j=l - 9, constructed from the following variables: (i) left-right 
time difference, (ii) largest energy deposited in any P hodoscope plane, (iii) remRin
ing energy deposited in the P counters, (iv) energy deposited in the last S plane 
reached by the muon, (v) total energy in the S counters of both muon detectors, (vi) 
range-energy relation in the S counters, (vii) average time of all prompt S countenl, 
(viii) average time of all prompt T counters, (ix) deviation from coplanarity of the 
momentum vectors of the JHe particle and the two muons. In the components (i v) 
and (vi), the smaller value for the two mllon detectors was used, which reduces the 
influence of pile-up. In general, the likelihood for a candidate to be an '1 -+ 11+ IJ
event is given by a complicated function of x given by the ratio of the probabili ty 
den!!ities for signal and background in this 9 -dimensional Apace. Since this function 
would have to be extracted from the small sample of 572 selected events, a simplified 
procedure was used to reduce the risk of biasing the result. 

For each component Xj the value Xj was determined which maximizes the signal 
to background ratio. The event classifier was approximated by a quadratic expansion 
around x: 

C(x) == (8)[tQj(Xj _Xj~l](J 
J~I 

The coefficients OJ in Eq. (8) are defined such that C(x) is dimensionless. The values 
for OJ were obtained iteratively, using events in a region of C(x) where the ratio of sig
nal to background is about one to one. The coefficients OJ were chosen such that each 
of the nine C(x} component~ makes a relative contribution which is rOI1~hly equnl 
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for signll.! and background events. ThiH procedure results in optiDlIll backgroWld sup
pretillioll . The eXliCt choice of the vll.!ues of Cl:j affects the background ditlCrimination, 
but htu! no direct sYHtematic effect on the measured value for BR(fl -t fI+fI-). The 
exponent fJ = 3.55 Willi chosen empirically to give a flat C(x) distribution for the 
backgroWld. Figure 9 Ilhows the distribution of C(x) for two 6.6LR interval!!. The 
~&igIllJ" distribution, defined by 16.6LRI< 3.0", shows a pronounced peak at C(x) = 
0, which extends to C(x)~ 20. The 6.6LR spectra for selected regionll in C(x) are 
shown in Figs . 8(e) IUld 8(f). The cut on C(x), was varied between 5 IUld 300, cor
rCHponding to efticieJ.cies between 60% IUld 97% for the simulated fl -t fI+ fI- events 
pl1::l~ing all other constraints in Table IV. The resulting brlUlching ratio varies within 
±4%, which is statiliticll.!ly inwgnificlUlt. A detailed interpretation of the spectrum in 
Fig. 8(f) is given in Sec. VeAl. 

Figures 10 IUld 11 show distributions of two reconstructed observables for fl -t 
fI+ fI- candidates IUld for backgroWld events. The events were selected using all the 
cuts deticribed above, excluding lUly information related to the observable in que!ltion. 
The background distributions were taken from the interval 3.5° < 16.6LRI < 9°; the 
'} -t fI+ fI- distributionll were obtained from the region 16.6LRI< 3° IUld corrected for 
the continuum background. The simulated Hpectra are shown as well. Figure 10 shows 
the dititribution of the largest energy dep08ition in lUly of the four P planes. Thill 
variable WWl included in the calculation of C(x) to suppresli fl decays into neutrals 
sillce the gamma showers from degrader W often deposited large signals in the P 
pllUles. The reliability of the lIimulatioll of the range straggling hliS been checked 
with the distribution of the rlUlge likelihood, WLR , defined above. As is shown in 
Fig. 11, the measured IUld simulated dil1tributions agree well, except in the region 
WLR < 0.1 where the lIimulation tieenlS to underestimate the yield slightly. This 
poosible deviation has been taken into acCOWlt in the systematic error of the tlelection 
elficiency by varying the lower threshold on WLR, as discussed below. 

The acceptlUlce of the detection system WI defined by the oolid IUlgle of the position 
hodoscope Willi reduced by 16% due to range straggling IUld multiple IIcatterillg in 
the degraders (see the first two rows of Table III). The accuracy of the tiimulation 
of these effects htu! been checked by studying the dependence of the muon rlUlge on 
the fl emitlBion angle in the horizontal plane, 6~, shown in Fig. 12. In making these 
plots the sense of rotation of 6; Willi chosen to be opposite for the two detector!l, in 
order to gi ve comparable diHtributions. The magnitude IUld the IUlgular dependence 
of the obbCrved melUl rlUlge are reproduced well by the simulation; this agreement 
has been used to assess the systematic error in the selection efficiency, introduced by 
ullcertainties in the geometry (see Sec. V(B». 

v. Determination of the Branching Ratio of fl -t fI+ fI-

The brlWching ratio of fl -t fI+ fI- was obtained from the exprelision 

BR( + -) - N(fl -t fI+ JJ - ) (,j Ifi",.f ...wy.;.)-a (9)fl -t fI fI - N(pd -t 3Her)) ,...._~t ..- · tlfiplc . t ....._ , 

where N(fl -t JJ+JJ-) is the number offl - 1'+fI- events extracted II.S described below, 
l'l(pd-t J He fl) is the number of tagged ,,'s given by expression (3), A q _ ..... - is the 
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fl -t fI+fI- acceptlUlce given by expression (5), t:~::a.:r is the trigger efficiency given 

by expression (4) IUld t;:::.r..... is the efficiency of the fl -t fI+fI- event selection, to be 
discussed in Sec. V(B). 
A. The determination of N(fl -t fI+ fI-} 

The distribution of 6.6LR for events with C(x)< 25 is shown in Fig. 13, along with 
the distribution predicted by the simulation of fl -t fI+ fI-. The level of the constlUlt 
background in the simulation has been adjusted to the measured distribution in the 
region 16.6LRI> 3.5°. The agreement between the observed IUld simulated peak shapes 
is excellent. 

Three other contributions to the distribution in Fig. 13 have been studied. First, 
the rate for the Dalitz decay fl -t fI+ fI--" with a 80ft photon hllll been calculated using 
the formalism given in Ref. [261. A conservative estimate for E., < 30 MeV gives a 
contribution of less thlUl 0.5 event, which hllll been ignored. 

The second process which hllll been inve!ltigated is pd-tl He 11"+.-, followed by the 
decay of one or both pions, • -t fill. As a fif!lt step the reaction pd-tl He 11"+.- Willi 

studied in a separate measurement with the front dcgraders removed, using the P 
counters only. Upon application of the pd-t3 He fl phase space cuts listed in Table II, 
IUld after corrections were made for the .+.- acceptance IUld detection efficiency, 
the relative yield Willi found to be 

Y(pd -t lHe .+.-) _~ 
_. 0' _ . (10)• =(1.7±0.3)xlO 

As a second step a simulation with GEANT was used to estimate the pd-tl He .+.
background in the sample of fl -t fI+ fI- clUldidates. These simulated events satisfied 
the hardware trigger at the level of 7 x 10-7 per fl decay. In reality, IDIUlY more 
pd-tl He 11"+.- eveuts plllIscd the hardware trigger by means of rlUldom signals from 
the T hodollcopell, but these events were eliminated by the S counter analysis. The 
simulation indicates a pd-tl He .+.- level of 1.3 x 10-8 per fl decay in the final 
slUUple, maiuly from events in which both pions decay before reaching the muon 
detectorH, which corresponds to a contribution of 0.3 background events. 

The third source of background studied, is pd-tl He fI+ fI- where the lHe Willi 

accepted by the criteria of the fl tag. In the best previous fl -t fI+ fI- experiment 
[101, this background was 50% larger than the fl -t fI+ fI- signal. A possible source of 
this backgrowld ill the tajl of the p resonance (m, ~ 770 MeV, r, ~ 150 MeV). Since 
BR(p -t fI+ fI-)== (4.6±0.3) X 10- 6 is nearly ten times larger thlUl BR(fl -t fI+ fI-), the 
continuum background of p underneath the fl peak is ellhlUlced by this factor in the 
fI+ fI- channel. The pd-t3 He fI+ fI- backgroWld Willi extrapolated from pd-tl He X 
events, selected well outside the phase space region for lHe from the reaction pd-tl 
He fl (see Table II). No likely clUldidates were found, which resulted in an upper limit 
of four pd-tl He fI+ fI- events (70% C.L.) contributiug to the peak in Fig. 13, i.e., 
Ies:! thlUl 4% of the fl -t fI +fI - signal. The number of fl -t fI+fI - candidates with 
16.6LR I< 3° in the spectrum of Fig. 13 hali been determined under the assumption 
of a linear background, to be 114 ± 14. The contribution from pd-tl He fI+fI- Wall 

taken into account by subtracting O!~ events, resulting in 

N(fl -t fI+fI-) == 114!:: (11) 
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B. Efficiency or the '7 -+ tJ+ tJ- .election 

The overall '7 -+ tJ+ tJ- analysis efficiency, t::::'~, WBB deduced from the event 
simulation; the result was presented in Table IV. Due to the strong correlations 
among the various critcria in the event selection, it is not appropriate to determine 
the uncertainty in t:;:;~ as the quadratic sum of errors in the efficiency factor8 for 
the individual tests listed in Table IV. Instead, the error has been determined directly 
by varying various quantities within their limits. 

Changing the ADC values and the TDC offsetB in the simulation by 10% and 
1 ns, respectively, gave relative variations of ±4% in f;:;~. The selection efficiency 
is affected by several uncertainties in the detector geometry. Uncertainties in the 
distribution of detector material along the muon paths were assessed by IItudying 
the distribution of the last S plane hit versus 9~, shown in Fig. 12. The measured 
distribution has a mean value at ~=O mrad of 2.77 ± 0.05 (stat.). as compared 
to 2.74 ± 0.01 (stat.) for the simulated distribution. A systematic uncertainty in 
the muon range of ±0.1 S counter units or ±0.5 g/cm1 leads to an uncertainty in 
f;:;~ of ±1%. Error contributions from the ±1° uncertainty in detector angle and 
from misalignments by a few millimeter8 of various detector elements were added in 
quadrature; the net systematic error in t:::!~i' due to geometric uncertainties is thus 
±2%. 

Multiple scattering in the iron and lead degrBder8 led to a 15% efficiency loss, 
distributed over various selection criteria. The systematic uncertainty in f;:;~i' asflO
ciated with the simulation of these losses WBB determined by replacing the standard 
GEANT treatment, which uses Moliere theory, by a Gaussian approximation which 
is known to he very poor for large-angle scattering. The corresponding change in 
t:;:;~ WBB 6.4% and the conservative estimate assumed for this contribution to the 

error in t:;:;~ is ±3%. This uncertainty includes the effect of multiple scattering 
losses on the acceptance (see Table III, rows 1 and 2). 

The combined systematic error resulting from the sources discussed above amounts 
to ±6%. This value has been checked by varying the criteria in the event selection. As 
discussed in Sec. IV(n), the systematic uncertainty in f;:!~i. introduced by the cut 
on C(Jl), which is responsible for most of the losses in the event selection, is within 
±4%. The systematic error due to all selection criteria was evaluated to be ±6%, 
which is equal to the value from the three sources studied explicitly. Conservatively, 
it W8B 8Bsumed that these two estimates represent independent error sources, which 
leads to an overall analysis efficiency of 

~.....,.. = 0.61 ± 0.05 . (12)~,.+,.-

VI. Result and Discussion 

A. The result ror BR('7 -+ tJ+tJ-) 

The branching ratio of '7 -+ tJ+ tJ- was calculated using expression (9). The values 
of the various quantities appearing in this expression are given in Table V. The result 
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is 

nR('7 -+ tJ+tJ-) == r~~~;) = [5.7 ± 0.7(8tat.) ± 0.5(sysL)) x 10-8 
• (13) 

This new value is complU'Cd with previous results in Fig. 14. Adding the statistical 
and systematic errors in quadrature and normalizing the result to the unitarity bound 
given in Table I, one obtains 

BR( '7 -+ tJ+ tJ-) = 1.3 ± 0.2. (14)
'R == BR....d'7 -+ tJ+tJ ) 

This result is consistent with the previous Serpukhov value of 'R = 1.5 ± 0.5 [10J, 
but does not support the e8.t lier CERN value of 'R = 5.3 ± 2.1 [18). The result 
demonstrates the dominance of the on-shell two-photon intermediate state. Since it 
agrees with the predictions for the electromagnetic contribution, there is no need to 
invoke physics beyond the standard model. 

n. Connection with other po -+ e+e- decays 

It has been noted [27,28) that the various p. -+ e+e- branching ratios can be inter
related in lUI almost model-independent way. A reduced amplitude R(ql) is defined. 
by 

r(p. -+ e+e-) = 2/3 (~m()lIR(mpl)ll , (15)
r(po -+ TY) 1r mp 

with the imaginary part of R(m~) predicted by QED: 

, 1r 1+/3
ImR(mp ) = --In-- (16)

2/3 1-{3 

Equations (15) and (16) lead to the unitarity bound given in Eq. (1). The present 
result for nR( '7 -+ tJ+ tJ-) given by expression (13) leads to 

IReR.,_,.,.(m~)1 = 2.8 ± 1.1 (17) 

As shown in Ref. [27), most of the model-dependence of the real part of the amplitude 
cancels in the difference in ReR(mp') for the decays p. -+ e+e- and p. -+ tJ+tJ-. 
For the '7 decays one obtains 

ReR.,-,.,. - ReR.,-•• = -32 ± 2 (18) 

Using the result (17), Eq. (18) leads to the following predictions for the branching 
ratio of '7 -+ e+e

nR:aIc.('7 -+ e+e-) == (6.2 ± 0.8) x lO-9. ReR.,_,... > 0 (19) 

nR:aIc.('7 -+ e+e-) == (4.8 ± 0.7) x 10-9
, ReR~_.... < 0 . (20) 

Either prediction is ron~hly three times the unitarity value, fI('e Tahle I; a very simillU 
prediction results from the approach in Ref. 128). The decay rates observed. 80 flU, for 
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TI -t JJT JJ - , KL __ JJ+ /,- and 'lr0 
-- e+ e-, are much closer to the unitarity limit. The 

experilOcntlll upper limit for DR.,.p(T) -- e+e-) is 3 x 10-4 (90% C.L.) (9) . 
The difference in the real partH of the transition amplitude:; for the decays T) - 

JJ+ JJ- aud 11'0 __ e+e- iii slightly model-dependent. Following Ref. (27) one obtains 

A~ 
Re 	 (21)H.-eo - ReR,,- .... :::: 12 +31n Aw 

A~HUmillg for the cutoff parameters Aw < A~ < 2Aw, the uncertainty in the above 
prediction iH only ±1, which leads to the following estimates for the branching ratio 
of Jr. __ e+ e-

B~.(1I'° __ e+e-) = (7.9 ± 0.9) x 10-1 , R.eR,,_.... > 0 (22) 

DRc.ic.(1I'° -- e+e-) = (5.9±0.6) x 10-1 
• ReR,,_.... < 0 (23) 

Sillce both predictiollB agree with the recent experimental results for the branch
ing ratio of 11'. -- e+ e- 17,8) the sign-ambiguity in the real part of the T) -- JJ+ JJ
amplitude (17) cannot be resolved yet. 

C. 	 Summary 

The measurement of the branching ratio of T) -- JJ+ JJ- is the fifHt decay experi
ment at the SATURNE T) facility. The rCliult is BR(T) -- JJ+JJ-)= (5.7 ± 0.7(stat.) ± 
0.5(HYHt.») x 10-6 • The iOlprovement over earlier rCliults is due to increased statilltics 
(114 events compared to 27 and 18 eventH for the two previous experiments), a much 
lower level of background, and elimination of systematic uncertainties assoc:ated with 
the T) flux. The largest coutribution to the systematic er,'or in the prellCnt experiment 
iH introduced by the ±9% uncertainty in the determination of the efficiency of the 
d!1ta reduction off-line. 

The new vlllue for the branching ratio is 1.3 ± 0.2 times the unitarity lower limit, 
consilltcllt with most quark aud Vector Meson Dominance models which describe 
the decay as an electroml1gnetic transition with a two-photon intcrmedil1te litate . 
Cont>equently, the result leavCli little room for a contribution from physics beyond 
the standard model. 
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TADLE I. Values Cor the branching rati08 of some p. -t 1+1- modes. Both the 
experimental results, prior to this experiment, and the unitarity lower bounds are 
given. 

decay mode r(PO -+ 1+1-) / r(po -t all) 


measured value reference unitarity bound" 


lr° -+ e+e (8 . 0~g ± 0.5) x 10-1 [7) 4.8 x 10-1 

(6.7 ± 2.0) x 10-1 [8] 
'7 -t e+e < 3.0 x 10-4 (90% C.L.) [9] 1.8 x 10-9 

'7 -t 11+11 (6.5 ± 2.1) x 10-8 [10) 4.3 x 10-8 

KL -+ e+e < 1.6 X 10-10 (90% C.L.) [11) 3.0 x 10- 11 

KL -+ 11+11 (7.2 ± 0.4) x 10-11 (12) 6.8 x 10-11 

" The valUe8 for the" decaya are bued OD r(" ..... n)=O.39xr(" ..... •11) (12) . 

TABLE II. The SPES II resolution and the software windows used to select pd-t3 He '7 
events. The reconstructed quantities were hHe == (PH. - (PH.)/ (PH.), and the 3He 
emission angles in the horizontal and vertical plane, tJt•• and 9ilo' respectively. The 
quantity (PH.) is the central value of PH. in the reaction pd-t3 He '7. 

observable resolution (FWHM) window for pd-t3 He '7 

hH• 0.6% ±3.0% 

9~e 10 mr ±30 mr 

9ifo 25 mr ±40 mr 
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TADLE III. The fraction of simulated '7 -+ /j+ iJ- events which pass the vario1ls 
selection criteria at ~Tp= 1.5 MeV. The first two conditions are part of the trigger for 
data readout. Sl and SR denote signals in the first S plane of the left and right muon 
detector, respectively; the other symbols are defined in Fig. 6. Trigger inefficiencies 
are not included. Errors are statistical only. 

selection conditions acceptance (%) 

Pl , PR 3.49 ± 0.04 
L·R 2.92 ± 0.04 

L· R · Sl . SR 2.83 ± 0.04 
L· R[both muons stop in S) 2.24 ± 0.03 

TABLE IV. The number of triple coincidence events and the cumulative '7 ..... iJ+iJ 
efficiency at different stages of the event selection. The efficiency ha!! been deduce.l 
from the simlllated events before and after random hits have been incorporated ami 
has been nonnalized to 100% after the '7 selection, which is common to the triple 
coincidence and pd ..... 3 He '7 data streams. The labels in the last column refer to 
the corre~ponding ~9lR distributions in Fig. 8. The uncertainties in the efficiency 
detenninAtion are discussed in Sec. V. 

cumulAtive 

major additional test events '7 -+ iJ+iJ- efficiency Fig. 8 frame 

random hits 
yes no 

none 1.0 x lOT 

pd-t3 He '7 selection 5.3 x 10" 1.00 1.00 

prompt P counters 1.6 x 105 0.95 1.00 (a) 

prompt S counters 3.9 x 104 0.88 0.93 (b) 

WlR > 0.02 2.4 x lIP 0.76 0.85 (c) 

miscellaneous, see text 572 0.71 0.76 (d) 

C(x)< 25 160 0.62 0.69 (f) 

1~9lRI< 30 128 0.61 0.G9 
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TADLE V. Summary of the parameter!! used in the determination of DR(rJ --+ iJ+iJ-)' 

parameter 	 value 

N(I] --+ iJ+iJ-) 114!:: 
N(pd--+l He rJ) (1.22 ± 0.01) x 10" 

(2.91 ± 0.05) x lO- l
AQ_~'''-

triuer 0.92 ± 0.03 ltnplt 
... lAIyu. 0.61 ± 0.05t~tfj-

Figure captionll 

1. 	Diagrams for the decay IX' --+ l+ l- : (a) QED contribution, (b) weak interaction 
contribution, (c) hypotheticalleptoquark contribution. 

2. KinematiCB of pd--+J He rJ and rJ --+ iJ+ iJ- with a proton energy 1.6 MeV above 
threshold. The minimum opening angle of the iJ+ iJ- pair is 126°. 

3. 	Top view of the rJ --+ iJ+ iJ- detection system: lDl ;s the liquid deuterium target, 
ML and Mil are the left and right muon deteclors, Q is the quadrupole mag
net, 01 and 02 are dipole magnets, MWPC's are three multi-wire proportional 
chamber!! with two sense wire planes each, and hodoscope A and single coullter 
B are plWltic scintillators . The dWlhed lines show the central trajectories for 
beam protons and for 3He particles from the reaction pd--+ J He 1]. 

4 . 	(a) Distribution of the energy loss in the A hodoscope versUll the TOF between 
A and B. The box shown was used to select the 3He particles. Proton events 
were eliminated by the high discriminator threshold applied in the readout 
trigger. (b) Spectrum of the 3He momentum dispersion 61\0' after applying the 
cuts on B~. and BII• given in Table II. The distribution contains 15% of the total 
sanlple, taken during a 3 day period with stable beam. The result of an event 
!!imulation and a second-order polynomial fit to the backgroulld are shown as 
well. The arrows indicate the window chosen to !!elect pd--+J He rJ evcnts; within 
thill region the background amounts to 8%. 

5. Top view of the left 	muon detector. P, T and S repre:;ent the position ho
doscapes, trigger hodoscopes and stop counters, respectively. The degraders W 
and 0 are made of iron and lead, respectively. 
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6. 	 Diagram of the trigger logic. The PL.R and T L.R symbols at the left denote two
fold coincidences between the OR signals of the corresponding horizontal and 
vertical planes. The L(ook~)M(e) signal, used to interrupt the computer, 
WWl the OR of the lHe (A ·l· R) and triple coincidence (A ·l· R) data streams. 
The pulser events (not shown) passed through the triple coincidence logic. 

1. 	Distribution of the time difference between the signals from (a) the two muon 
detectors and (b) the left detector IUld the A-plane. The arrows indicate the 
prompt regions, as defined in the analysis. The distribution in (b) includes only 
events which are prompt in 6tlR' The prompt peaks are due mainly to the 
decays rJ --+ "("( aud rJ --+ 3.° --+ 6"(. 

8. 	 DistributiollB of the opening angle deviation 69LR, Eq. (6), for various stages 
in the event selection, as specified in Table IV. Part (e) shows the fraction of 
(d) with C(x» 25 and (f) shows the remainder of (d), including the rJ --+ iJ+ iJ
peak. 

9. 	The distributions of the event classifier C(x) for (a) y signal events with 
169l RI< 3° and (b) background events with 169LRI> 3.5°. Only a small frac
tion of the background events fall inside the region shown. The arrow shows the 
cut u~cd to St:lect rJ --+ iJ+ iJ- candidates. The reduced Xl for the comparison 
belwt.'en lIIeWiurement and simulation is 1.1. 

10. LMgest energy deposited in any P plane for (a) signal and (b) background. If 
two overlapping counters were struck, then the average energy deposition was 
u!!ed. The reduced Xl for the comparison between meaaurement and simulation 
i!! 1.2. 

11. 	The product WLR of the range likelihoods on both detectors for (a) signal and 
(b) backgrowld events. The reduced Xl for the comparison between measure
ment and !!imulation is 1.4. 

12. Distributions of the index of the last hit S plane versus the rJ emission angle 
in the horizontal plane, ~, for measurement and simulation. The straight lines 
have been fitted to the respective distributions. 

13. 	 Distribution of the opening angle deviation 69LR for C(x)< 25 (see Fig. 9). The 
Mrows indicate the window used to select rJ --+ iJ+ iJ- candidates. The reduced 
Xl for the comparison between measurement and simulation is 0.9. 

14. Results of measurements of the brarlching ratio BR(rJ --+ iJ+ iJ-)' The statistical 
aJld systematic errors have been added in quadrature. 
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